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ColdFusion MX Developer's Cookbook (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2003
ColdFusion is a rapid application development tool used to create Web sites throughout the Internet.  The product's ease of use and capabilities allow even inexperienced developers to rapidly produce basic Web sites.
The ColdFusion MX Developer's Cookbook focuses upon teaching the use of ColdFusion's advanced features in the development of more...
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Accounting for Payroll: A Comprehensive GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A one-stop resource for setting up or improving an existing payroll system
The most comprehensive resource available on the subject, Accounting for Payroll: A Comprehensive Guide provides up-to-date information to enable users to handle payroll accounting in the most cost-effective manner.   

From creating a system from scratch to...
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Innovation in Cultural Systems: Contributions from Evolutionary Anthropology (Vienna Series in Theoretical Biology)MIT Press, 2009
In recent years an interest in applying the principles of evolution to the study of culture emerged in the social sciences. Archaeologists and anthropologists reconsidered the role of innovation in particular, and have moved toward characterizing innovation in cultural systems not only as a product but also as an evolutionary process. This...
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Smart Things: Ubiquitous Computing User Experience DesignMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	The world of smart shoes, appliances, and phones is already here, but the practice of user experience (UX) design for ubiquitous computing is still relatively new. Design companies like IDEO and frogdesign are regularly asked to design products that unify software interaction, device design and service design -- which are all the key...
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Data Mining: Practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques, Third EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	The convergence of computing and communication has produced a society that feeds
	on information. Yet most of the information is in its raw form: data. If data is characterized
	as recorded facts, then information is the set of patterns, or expectations,
	that underlie the data. There is a huge amount of information locked up in...
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Beginning 3D Game Development with Unity: All-in-one, multi-platform game developmentApress, 2011

	Real time 3D games have been around for well over ten years now. We’ve played them, created assets in
	the style of our favorites, and maybe even “mod”ed a few of them. But until recently, the cost of licensing
	one of the premier game engines has ranged from several hundred thousand to several million dollars
	per title...
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Software Reliability Methods (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2001

	This book presents current methods for dealing with software reliability, illustrating the advantages and disadvantages of each method. The description of the techniques is intended for a non-expert audience with some minimal technical background. It also describes some advanced techniques, aimed at researchers and practitioners in software...
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Machine Learning for Email: Spam Filtering and Priority InboxO'Reilly, 2011

	
	
		To explain the perspective from which this book was written, it will be helpful to define
	
		the terms machine learning and hackers.
	


	
		What is machine learning? At the highest level of abstraction, we can think of machine
	
		learning as a set of tools and methods that attempt to infer patterns and extract...
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The Well-Grounded Java Developer: Vital techniques of Java 7 and polyglot programmingManning Publications, 2012

	
		Summary

	
		The Well-Grounded Java Developer offers a fresh and practical look at new Java 7 features, new JVM languages, and the array of supporting technologies you need for the next generation of Java-based software.

	About the Book
	
		The Well-Grounded Java Developer starts with...
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Moodle 2.0 Course Conversion Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Schools, colleges and universities all over the world are installing Moodle, but many educators aren't making much use of it. With so many features, it can be a hassle to learn - and with teachers under so much pressure day-to-day, they cannot devote much time to recreating all their lessons from scratch.


	This book provides the...
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Mobile ASP.NET MVC 5Apress, 2013

	Mobile ASP.NET MVC 5 will take you step-by-step through the process of developing fluid content that adapts its layout to the client device using HTML, JavaScript and CSS, and responsive web design. This book introduces server-side techniques that allow you to show different content to different devices and make the most of their...
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Chembiomolecular Science: At the Frontier of Chemistry and BiologySpringer, 2012

	At the forefront of life sciences today is the emerging discipline of chembiomolecular science. This new term describes the integration of the frontier fields of chemical biology, chemistry, and pharmacology. Chembiomolecular science aims to elucidate new biological mechanisms as potential drug targets and enhance the creation of new drug...
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